Shopping online has become an inseparable part of people's life, with the development of internet technology. This thesis takes the consumer group of Taobao "Double 11" Carnival as research subject and attempts to find out the reasons for the quick development of shopping online and its occupation of the market from perspectives of consumer preference, price elasticity of demand, and price discrimination. Based on the marketing methods adopted and sales performance during Taobao "Double 11" Carnival, this thesis illustrates how the electronic commerce enterprise created such sales miracles by analyzing consumer preference, price elasticity of demand of different goods and price discrimination strategy adopted to boost sales.
platforms including JD.COM, SUNING.COM and GOME.COM.CN have been growing up successively. Shopping online is the hottest topic when it comes to "Double 11", various one-liners emerge one after another. The authors, who have experienced and participated in "Double 11"
Carnival in these years, witnessed the blossom development of online shopping, and become increasingly interested in network sales carnival. What on earth is the reason that "Double 11"
be evolved into such a sales promotion of huge success through making it a "Carnival" within a few years? According to the latest released report on the happiest countries in the world, the evaluation indexes include income level, living standard, employment rate, mental health of residents, and family stability. The sales amount during "Double 11" Carnival has been undergoing a continuous and astonishing growth. Does this really mean that people's income, family stability, and living standards are improved and that people really feel happy when they do shopping?
The significance of research
The e-commerce platform Alibaba was established in 1999, with only 18 years of development, its influence has outpaced expectations. Tmall, as an important part of Alibaba, has become well-known and popular among customers as well as an important B2C platform in e-commerce industry because of its "Double 11" Shopping Carnival.
Up to October 2016, Tmall "Double 11" Shopping Carnival has been held for 8 consecutive years. In the past 7 years, Tmall has seen an explosive growth in its volume of transaction during "Double 11". The success of the discount and sales promotion during "Double 11"
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has not only rendered some material benefits to consumers, but also has facilitated the fast development of Taobao. What's the secret of the success of Tmall "Double 11" Carnival?
This thesis discusses the price method and promotion means adopted in selling different products during Tmall "Double 11" Carnival in the following parts, so as to offer a better understanding the consumer preference, price elasticity of demand, and method of price discrimination and decipher the code of Tmall's success, which may hopefully provide enlightenment on pricing and promotion of products for other e-commerce enterprises. 2 Brief theoretical introduction to consumer preference, price elasticity of demand, and price discrimination
Consumer preference
Consumer Preference refers to the degree of preference that consumer has for a kind of commodity (or grouping of commodities). There is a positive correlation between the
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quantities demand for a commodity and the degree of preference that consumer has for this commodity. Ceteris paribus, the higher the degree of consumer preference for a commodity, the more the quantities demand for this commodity will be 2 .
Price elasticity of demand
In economics, price elasticity of demand is often used to measure the degree of the change of quantity demand that varies with the change of the price. Suppose Q refers to quantity demand, △Q refers to the absolute quantity of demand change, P the price, and △P the absolute quantity of price change 3 , then:
Generally speaking, a fall in price will lead to an increase of quantity demand. For this reason, the price elastic coefficient of demand is negative in general cases.
Price discrimination
Price discrimination is actually a price variance that often refers to the different sale prices or charging standards adopted by providers of commodity or services when they provide commodity or services of the same level or quality to different recipients.
3 The practice of consumer preference, price elasticity of demand, and price discrimination in "Double 11" carnival by Tmall
Analysis on consumer preference

Utilizing big data technology to analyze consumer preference
The diversity of commodity exerts direct influence on the competitiveness of e-commerce enterprises, while users often fails to find out the exact commodity that they want most because of the great magnanimity of commodities, the multifarious classification system and complicated data of unstructured commodity attributes. Thanks to the cloud computing technology introduced by Alibaba, the magnanimous data can be collected by this ecommerce platform. Possessing with the great data analysis capability, the consumer preference is available through analyzing the search habit and purchasing behavior of consumer 4 .
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First of all, big data technology allows Tmall to make analysis on information obtained from tracing users' browsing and search history, so as to make it possible for Tmall to have better understanding on users demand and users preference. Taking the advantage of big data analytical ability, the sellers of decision-making level will be provided with fully filtered information in every field. In this regard, the sellers will have a more precise understanding on market, clients and products. Secondly, big data technology helps sellers make more timely decisions. As the big data analysis is proceeding in real time, the decisions can be made more efficiently, and thus the time from innovation, production to the launch of products is shortened. In a highly competitive market, fast speed is of great importance. Third, in big data era, analysis on economic behavior can be made with mass data. New situation shall be noticed promptly so as to ensure early intervention and analysis on new things with foresight, which can be used to predict the profound effect of industrial trend toward enterprises. For instance, recommendations on network such as "guess you like it" at the bottom of the webpage of Tmall are of this kind. Therefore, during "Double 11" Carnival, sellers on Tmall can obtain the first-hand information about consumers directly by means of big data technology and choose the most suitable means of promotion for themselves according to the consumer preference reflected by big data technology.
Analysis on consumer preference according to sales mode
In comparison with previous years, publicity and commercial war of 2016 Tmall "Double 11"
Carnival came much earlier. In the past, warming-up activities to attract consumers by favorable prices were only conducted by sellers. Since 2014, an activity of advance sale has been launched. The advance sale starts from October 15 to November 10 in steps and phases.
During this period, consumers can log in the platform for advance sale platform, pay a deposit first and then pay the rest price to buy pre-sale goods including scarce commodities, acquisition commodities and customized commodities. Due to the success of this sale mode, Tmall "Double 11" Carnival of this year carried on the advance sale as before.
Advance sale is actually an attempt of C2B (Consumer to Business), i.e. a business mode that comes with sales order first, then follows the production, transport and circulation of products successively. The ultimate goal of advance sale is to close the sale. Compared with traditional sales mode, information about consumer demands and consumer preference will contribute to a more precise strategy targeting consumers by sellers so that they will be able to prepare goods in advance and ensure efficient management of upstream and downstream supply chain.
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Analysis on demand theory
Level of income
In 
Price elasticity of demand a) Analysis on the comparison of price effect between Tmall and Taobao
Tmall is a sales platform for sellers, mainly for the direct sales of products of enterprises or companies, most of which are brand name products. Compared with the fair-like products on
Taobao, the quality of products from Tmall is more guaranteed. Therefore, the lists of purchasing on Tmall are obviously different from those of Taobao. Buyers of Tmall attach more importance on life quality and the percentage of the category of quality-related such as books, personal care products is relatively high. While buyers of Taobao tend to buy more virtual network related products such as online games, QQ value-added services, and they have preference on individualized products such as dress accessory and customized services.
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According to the analysis on the category and price of products the consumers purchased, the price elasticity of demand of products on Tmall is higher than that of Taobao. In this regard, the results of price deduction during "Double 11" Carnival conducted on Tmall are better than that of Taobao. 
b) Analysis on the comparison of price effect among different products on Tmall
The top 5 sellers on Tmall during 2016 Tmall "Double 11" Carnival are as follows (see chart 3), divided in terms of categories in Table 2 .
It can be observed from the above chart by taking into account the sales volume of products before and after "Double 11" Carnival that price deduction exerts greater influence on digital products, dress-goods, and cosmetic. The original prices of these products may be of little change within a certain period of time and of little difference in different regions and stores.
As such, price promotion utilized during "Double 11" Carnival plays a significant role in attracting consumers. The reason is that the price elasticity of demand to these products is greater than other products so that the effect of a price deduction on sales amount is more obvious. In this regards, price deduction on necessities of life, such as rice, is absolutely impossible, since the profit and the effect on sales volume is relatively humble.
Analysis on price discrimination
On the day of "Double 11", many sellers on Tmall will distribute a certain amount of discount coupons to buyers, which shall be claimed directly by consumers and used as cash at the time of payment. The amount of most of those coupons is limited. If all of the coupons are taken by some buyers, then the coupons will not be available for other buyers. This is actually the so called first-level price discrimination: if consumers want to buy the products at a low price, they must scramble for the coupons in advance so that the deal can be done at a lower price.
While to those consumers who do not want coupons that much, sellers will raise the prices on products if buyers do not use coupons. And the second-level price discrimination, which does exist during "Double 11" Carnival, is implemented through setting different prices for different amount of buying of same goods or services. Taking group buying on Juhuasuan.com for example, the more they buy, the lower the price will be. Although the price obviously falls, the sellers can still augment profits through a second-level price discrimination, which amplifies production, expands economic scale and lowers the unit cost.
At the same time, low price can attract more buyers and repeat consumers and bring about repeat business.
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Conclusions
Shopping online has changed people's way of consumption, and the "Double 11" Carnival launched by Taobao has become a constant online feast for consumers. Through the research on the cases from Tmall "Double 11" Carnival, the authors learn the managerial economics theory behind and the effect of consumer preference, price elasticity of demand and price discrimination on e-commerce promotion strategy, which are also applicable to other ecommerce platforms. Therefore, other e-commerce platforms can also take advantage of these methods to guide their formulation of promotion program so as to gain more profits and bigger success.
